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1> Who keeps time according to the song, "The Little Drummer Boy"? 
 
2> Which animal has a curly horn in the song, "The Friendly Beasts"? 
 
3> What kind of animal does the Grinch have for a pet? 
 
4> In Puerto Rico, children leave grass under their bed for which 
Christmas animal? 
 
5> In a Christmas carol released in 1953, what kind of animal did 

Gayla Peevey claim they wanted for Christmas? 
 
6> In the movie "Olive The Other Reindeer", what kind of animal is 
Olive? 
 
7> In many Scandinavian countries they build a Christmas animal in 
the center of the town. What kind of animal do they make? 
 
8> What kind of animal is given on the third day of Christmas? 
 

9> In the Huron Christmas Carol, what kind of animal fur is the baby 
wrapped in?  
 
10> What is the name of the Grinch's pet? 
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Answers:  
 
1> The ox - The lamb also helps to keep time.  
2> The Sheep - The sheep gifts the baby with his wool.  
3> A dog - The Grinch is a character by Dr. Zeus.  
4> A camel - The children celebrate the arrival of The Three Kings or 
Wise men on the 6th of January.  
5> A hippopotamus - The song 'I Want a Hippopotamus For 
Christmas' was written by John Rox.  

6> A dog - Olive wants to join Santa's team.  
7> A goat - The Christmas goat is often called the Yule goat.  
8> Calling birds - The swans are given on the seventh day.  
9> Rabbit fur - The chiefs also give gifts of beaver and fox pelts.  
10> Max - The Grinch dresses Max up as a reindeer. 
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